IPD XTRA HAS GOT YOUR EMISSIONS
EQUIPMENT NEEDS COVERED
IPD and Diesel Emissions Service (DES) are
partnering up to offer Redline Emissions
Products® (REP) under the IPD Xtra brand.
This means that IPD customers now have
direct access to any of Redline’s hundreds of
diesel emissions products.
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WHY CHOOSE REDLINE EMISSIONS PRODUCTS?
	Your diesel parts customers are losing money every time a truck breaks down. There’s the cost of
the repairs plus the hidden costs like towing, downtime, missed deliveries and accommodations
that can really drain their pockets. Many of these costs can be averted or minimized through regular
scheduled maintenance. Particularly by being on top of your fleets’ emissions equipment.

PRODUCT QUALITY
REP manufacturers most of its product line in-house, built with rigid quality control measures that meet or
exceed OE standards. All supplied products go through a rigid QC process, hand inspected by experienced
technicians for defects, broken parts, inconsistencies. All medium and heavy duty DPF boxes go through a multistep hand inspection process using proprietary methods, including weighing and flow testing each unit. Each
DPF “Born on Weight” is stamped on the ID tag and is compatible with FSX equipment readings and includes
OEM cross information.

REDLINE OFFERS A HUGE SELECTION OF INVENTORY
REP has one of the largest inventories in North America, with product depth and focus strictly on emissions
products. IPD Xtra expanded range of Redline Emissions Products now includes:
• Light, medium and heavy duty DPFs and DOCs
• V-clamps
• Gaskets
• Sensors
• Weld bungs

TOP-NOTCH PACKAGING ENSURES YOUR PARTS ARRIVE UNDAMAGED
All Redline Emissions Products are sold individually in premium packaging that protects against damage,
reduces waste, and cuts down on lost inventory and missing part components. All packages are labeled
with OEM manufacturer name and related cross reference numbers for easy identification. You know you
are getting the right match with the right fit!

ORDER EMISSIONS PARTS TODAY
THROUGH IPD XTRA!
When you order IPD Xtra parts, you will always get the same great service that you have come
to expect from IPD. Our knowledgeable customer service teams are available to answer any
questions, respond to quotes or take orders. Customers can also order IPD Xtra products
through IPDNet, the online portal that offers online sales support, catalog searches, and ordering.
US customers can visit store.ipdparts.com to order. You can also call your IPD customer service
representative at 310-530-1900.

IPD CUSTOMERS DESERVE SOMETHING EXTRA
IPD Xtra is comprised of carefully selected
partnerships with other manufacturers that
share IPD’s commitment to quality and are
a strong fit with the IPD brand. IPD will only
partner with companies that share IPD’s
commitment to quality products, meet their
rigorous quality assurance standards, and
are fully dedicated to customer satisfaction.
The latest partnership is with Californiabased Diesel Emissions Service (DES)
that will provide emissions products with
their products brand. Redline offers diesel
emissions products for Caterpillar,
Cummins, Detroit Diesel and other
on-highway trucking OEMs.
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All manufacturer’s names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are for reference only. It is not
implied that any part is the product of the manufacturer. Caterpillar®, Detroit®, and Cummins®, are
registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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